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YOUR GRASS SEED SOURCE
Big Sky

Wholesale Seeds, Inc.
Box 852, Shelby, MT 59474

Phone 434-5011   Phone 434-5600
FAX 406-434-5014

Put our 
“over three 
decades of 

experience in 
the grass 

seed & 
legume 

business” 
to work on 
your farm 
or ranch

E-mail: bigskyseeds@3rivers.net

Native Dryland Items
Mountain Brome
Idaho Fescue
Rough Fescue
Sherman Big Bluegrass
Sandberg Bluegrass
Prairie Junegrass
Basin Wildrye
Streambank Wheatgrass
Thickspike Wheatgrass
Western Wheatgrass
Bluebunch Wheatgrass
Slender Wheatgrass
Blue Grama
Green Needlegrass
Indian Ricegrass

Legumes
Alfalfa
Sainfoin
Alsike Clover
Red Clover
Yellow Blossom Sweet Clover
Cicer Milkvetch
Birdsfoot Treefoil
Black Medic

Tame Dryland Items
Smooth Brome
Meadow Brome
Sheep Fescue
Hard Fescue
Paiute Orchardgrass
Russian Wildrye
Dahurian Wildrye
Altai Wildrye
Tall Wheatgrass
Intermediate Wheatgrass
Pubescent Wheatgrass
A/C Saltlander
Crested Wheatgrass
Hycrest Crested Wheatgrass

Wetland Native Items
Nuttal Alkaligrass
Alkali Bulrush
Tufted Hairgrass

Tame Wetland Items
Reed Canarygrass
Garrison Creeping Foxtail
Timothy

www.bigskyseeds.net
Visit our website

We Have Roundup 

Ready Alfalfa 

Seed available

SHOP SPECIALTIES
•Ronan •Grass Range •Whitehall 

1-888-676-5448
cleanburn@shopspecialties.com

$.00

Advertising Deadline for the November issue 
of the Trader's Dispatch will be November 1st.

Pesticide use: 
A hot-button issue

By Nirupa Gadi, Boston University
Pesticides are chemical substances widely used in modern 

agriculture as an effort to protect crops from different pes-
tiferous organisms; insecticides, herbicides, and fungicides 
are common examples. The direct gains of pesticide use are 
the defense of cash crops, promoting high product yield and 
quality. In Montana, where agriculture is a major industry, 
high yield and quality of crops such as wheat, barley, canola, 
sugar beets, and other plants are an essential part of Mon-
tana’s economy. Therefore, many farmers and growers rely 
on pesticides to control damaging organisms. For example, 
2,4-D is a widely used herbicide that selectively kills broad-
leaved plants by causing uncontrollable cell growth. Gaucho 
600 is an insect neurotoxin commonly used as seed treatment 
on canola plants in Montana.

However, if not used with extreme care and caution, many 
pesticides can negatively affect the environment and the 
organisms within it, including humans. Although pesticides 
are only intended to affect targeted pest, their mode of ac-
tion is seldom specific to one plant or animal, meaning they 
can be toxic to many unintended organisms, often humans. 
The main ingredient in Gaucho 600 is imidacloprid, a non-
specific insecticide associated with declining honeybee 
populations. However, in higher doses, imidacloprid can also 
affect humans, causing growth defects and cardiovascular 
problems. Humans can be exposed to many toxic pesticides 
such as Gaucho 600 in the environment through inhalation, 
ingestion, or most commonly, dermal exposure through the 
eyes or pores. The World Health Organization estimates that 
there are over 3 million cases of general pesticide poisoning 
a year, causing over 200,000 deaths. A significant factor in 
the prevalence of pesticide poisonings is that as chemicals, 
pesticides can and will spread throughout an ecosystem. 
Exposure expands beyond growers who have direct contact 
with pesticides. Pesticides can percolate into the air, water 
systems, soil, and especially the produce itself. Pesticide 
residues can be characterized in the fruits, vegetables, 
meat, grains, and water that people consume and cannot be 
removed through either filtering or washing, contributing to 
secondhand chemical exposure. No segment of the popula-
tion is completely protected from pesticides, as a recent 
study found residues in breast milk samples that contribute 
to prenatal exposure to dangerous compounds. 

Studying the detrimental effects of pesticide use on the en-
vironment and human health first began with the book Silent 
Spring written by Rachel Carson in 1962. Silent Spring was 
a reaction to the use of the chemical DDT which was could 
eradicate hundreds of insect types at once. During World War 
II, the United States used DDT to kill mosquitoes causing 
malaria and lice carrying typhus; it was extremely effective 
and saved millions of lives around the world. Carson was 
one of the few to question a pesticide that could exterminate 
every insect and proceeded to note DDT’s impacts such wip-
ing out all insect populations for months, remaining toxic in 
the environment even after rainfall, decreasing bird popula-
tions, and even linking it to cancer and genetic diseases in 
humans. Silent Spring alarmed readers all across the world 
and brought about programs for environmental protection 
and pesticide regulations due to the lingering and percolating 
effects of these chemicals. 

This spreading of pesticide compounds shows that there 
is not only an occupational hazard of pesticide use and 
exposure to growers, but also a second level effect on con-
sumers. The United States Environmental Protection Agency 
(USEPA) reported that the United States alone uses over 1 
billion tons of pesticides in a year. Of the 1 billion, the ques-
tion of how many tons seep into the air, water systems, and 
eaten produce is a lengthy and daunting question to consider. 
Even with the EPA and other government regulations, seri-
ous concerns about health risks have been raised too often, 
inflicted by the injudicious use of aggressive pesticides. Cu-
riously, chemicals as pesticides are available on the market 
before their effects are completely understood.

It is difficult to evaluate the impact that a pesticide will 
have on organisms and the environment, as pesticides are 
a mixture of chemicals – understanding exactly how each 
chemical will react with other components of the pesticide 
as well as with the environment itself is convoluted and 
complex. For example, the impacts of chemical toxicities, 
application methods, and dosage will bear upon the soil 
composition, weather, flora and fauna, etc. that are intently 
variable. This multifactorial quality of pesticide impact 
translates to a discord between published research findings 
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Reddig Equipment and Repair
406-755-7595  •  2866 Highway 2 East • Kalispell, MT

ATTACHMENTS: 
New and used for heavy construction machinery - 

rollers, buckets, cabs, forks, blades, brushrakes, thumbs, 
bucket teeth, tires, undercarriages.

View our entire inventory with pictures at www.reddigequipment.com

FORKLIFTS & BOOMS
1998 Genie Snorkel Lift, gas/propane, 4WD, pneumatic tires, 

telescopic 60-ft. reach, max horizontal reach 621, 5700 
hours ....................................................................$13,500

Lull 644 Highlander telescopic lift, John Deere engine, 4-way 
steer, 6000 lb, frame tilt, carriage tilt, 13.00x24 rubber in 
very good condition, runs excellent, low hours. Nice older 
lift .........................................................................$13,900

LOADERS
John Deere 210LE 4WD skip loader, power shuttle, Gannon 

box  blade with ripper bar, very good tires on back, front 
blade bucket is 85” wide with reversible cutting edge, 5385 
hours .....................................................................$22,500

Case W26B ..................................................................... Call
1976 Cat 980B, good cab and interior, very good bucket, 

matched set of tires. This operates very well and is a very 
good 980B ............................................................$25,000

1985 Clark Ranger 55C, Detroit 453 120 hp, 17.5x25 matched 
rubber, good bucket, 23,000 lb weight. Nice tight machine, 
runs excellent. Excellent 3 yard loader ................. $16,900

TRUCKS 
1982 Freightliner Conventional for parts including: Cat 3406A 

with low miles, 15 speed, Rockwell differential, SQHD, hi/
low lockers, good components. Lots of miscellaneous on 
this old Freightliner....................................For parts only

1980 International water truck, leaky tank, water system as 
shown, 13-speed, 400 Cummins, runs ................... $8000

1980 Kenworth dump truck, less than 80,000 miles on 350 
Cummins with Jake brake, 13 speed, 2 speed differential, 
power steering, 12 yard box, rebuilt walking beam suspen-
sion. Good, nice, low mile older truck .................. $13,500

Kenworth T800 with a HL 12-68 crane ............... Please Call

OFF HIGHWAY TRUCKS
Deere 250C, very clean truck, 8150 hours, good tires, new 

walking beam bushings, good brakes, good truck $81,500
1990 Morooka MST1500, engine runs excellent, good power 

to both sides, lower hours, hyd are good, one new track. 
Good running 1500 ..............................................$18,000

POWER UNITS
(3) John Deere 4039D engine and power unit. Test ran very 

well. Comes complete including stand and radiator ..........  
 .......................................$2500 each or Buy 2 for $4000

John Deere 4-219 engine power unit. Test ran very well. Comes 
complete including stand and radiator ...........$2500 each

Do you want a deal? Call us for 
guaranteed NEW AND USED PARTS

CRAWLERS
(2) Cat D7F hyd angle blade with hyd tilt, winches .................  

 ........................................................... Starting at $19,000
John Deere 650G, ripper. Very nice, going through shop Call

FORESTRY
Cat 320L excavator with Keto processing head ........ $17,500
Hurricana 20 saw head, accumulator arm, hyd tilt, low hours 

on saw motor rebuild, came off a 2520 Timber Jack, a very 
good head ...............................................................$7250

Komatsu PC220LC-5 slide boom delimber, measures, cab, 
good undercarriage. Rougher, but came off a working job  
 .............................................................................$14,000

Timbco 2515 feller/buncher with bar saw, low hours on new 
engine, will go to work ......................................... $29,000

Timberjack 2520 feller/buncher, parts machine.............. Call
Fire Tank & Trailer water tank trailer for fighting fires, 300 gal-

lon fire system, suction and pressure system, small and 
large hoses, foam applicator, gas pump, works very well, 
includes trailer ......................................................... $5500

GRADERS
2006 Deere 872D, 14-ft. moldboard, push block, rear ripper 

scarifier, low pro cab with AC, very good tires. Very nice all 
wheel drive grader ...............................................$85,000

1973 Wabco 777B, Detroit 671, 14-ft. moldboard. Good older 
grader .....................................................................$9900

EXCAVATORS
Case 888 ......................................................................... Call
2006 Cat 308CCR, 92” blade, 24” bucket, Q/C, hyd dual link 

thumb, heat, AC, 6500 hours. Nice machine ........ $42,500
1996 Cat 312, cab guard, long arm, hyd thumb, 36” dig bucket, 

good undercarriage, cat walks, 15,000 hours. Runs excel-
lent. Going through shop ......................................$32,500

Cat 312C, blade, hyd Q/C, thumb ......................... Coming In
Cat 315 ................................................................. Coming In
2008 Deere 35D, heat, A/C, 24” bucket, 30” bucket, hyd thumb, 

newer tracks, 3300 hours ............................... Please Call
Deere 50D ........................................................... Please Call
2005 Hitachi ZX35UNA-2 new 24” bucket and used 12” bucket, 

hyd thumb, good tracks, nice tight boom, blade, rebuilt 
bucket pin, wedge coupler, excellent machine, job ready .  
 .............................................................................$23,000

2011 Hitachi ZX120-3, hyd dual link thumb, 36” dig bucket, 20” 
pads, AC/heat, 3100 hours. Very nice, quality machine ..... 
 ........................................................................Please Call

Hitachi EX135USR ..............................................Please Call
Hitachi ZX135 ................................................................. Call
Hitachi ZX160 ................................................................. Call
2007 Kubota KX161-3SS, 2 buckets, hyd thumb, angle blade, 

enc cab, 2800 hours. New tracks, serviced and job ready  
 .............................................................................$45,000

Volvo EC160, going through shop .................................. Call

BACKHOE
Cat 416CIT, 4WD, extend-a-hoe, Q/C and forks, bucket, open 

ROPS, 4500 hours. To go through shop...................... Call
2004 Deere 310G, nice cab, good tires, 4WD, extend-a-hoe 

with 24” bucket. Good local machine with 5100 hours, good 
front bucket with reversible cutting edge ............... $29,900

2005 Deere 200CLC, 42” bucket, hyd Q/C, CWS dual link hyd 
thumb, 24” shoes, heat, A/C. A very nice straight machine 
and job ready .......................................................$58,000

2011 Deere 544K, Q/C, 3rd valve, very good tires, very good 
loader, AC, heat, 3 yard bucket, 10,000 hours ...... $79,000

Pre Season Special
on chains for HD trucks and equipment

USED PIVOTS FOR SALE
2008 Valley 8000 4 Tower, 860-ft.
1992 Lockwood 2265 8 Tower, 1512-ft.
1991 Valley 6000 6 Tower, 735-ft.
1989 Lockwood 2285 8 Tower, 1295-ft.

1988 Lockwood 2285 8 Tower, 1300-ft.
1995 Reinke 665 7 Tower, 1270-ft.
1985 Reinke/Mini Gator 9 Tower, 1106-ft.
Wheel Line 5”X5-ft., 1280-ft.

Contact any of our MVI locations:
Billings, MT (406) 248-4418

Great Falls, MT (406) 761-8195
Powell, WY (307) 754-7204

Bismarck, ND (701) 222-4700
Wadena, MN (218) 631-9271

Deadline for ads in the November issue is Wednesday, November 1st.Pesticide use: 
A hot-button issue
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From actual Church Bulletins……..
• Please place your donation in the envelope along with 

the deceased person(s) you want remembered.
• Attend and you will hear an excellent speaker and heave 

a healthy lunch.
• The ladies of the church have cast off clothing of every 

kind and they may be seen in the church basement Friday.

and real-life effects. Therefore, it is possible that the chemi-
cals themselves of a pesticide are innocuous, but when com-
bined with certain environmental conditions or reagents, can 
become dreadfully harmful. 

Undoubtedly, pesticide use is a hot-button topic, as the 
possible implications on the environment and human health 
are substantial and legitimate. Many environmental groups 
have called for a total ban on pesticide use in agriculture, but 
such drastic measures would do more harm than good. With-
out pesticide use, it is estimated that global food production 
could drop to 60% of what it is now, triggering an epidemic 
of famine and hunger; with a growing world population, 
commodity surplus is needed, not a food shortage. There-
fore, even after all the negative effects of pesticide use are 
discussed, these chemicals are often a necessary evil in the 
field of agriculture, as many times their pros out-weigh their 
cons. A majority of the negative effects discussed above are 
mainly possibilities from injudicious use or if an individual 
is overexposed to a certain chemical. However, with sub-
stitution using lower-risk pesticides and safety precautions, 
these chemicals do provide an effective, economical method 
of protecting cash crops without harming the environment 
and human health. 

Gaucho 600, as discussed earlier, carries a neurotoxin 
that causes general insect death, including that of honeybees 
and other beneficial insects. At higher doses, it can even 
cause significant defects and problems in humans. This is 
an example of a pesticide that should be avoided when pos-
sible. Instead, a lower-risk pesticide such as neem oil can be 
considered. Neem oil comes from the neem tree Azadirachta 
indica and when sprayed on plants, is quite impressive in that 
it only affects insects that digest and harm that plant. This 
is due to neem oil’s characteristic as an ingested toxin – as 
pollinators and spiders do not eat foliage, they are hence 
left unharmed. As for humans, neem is actually beneficial, 
as it can treat many illnesses from cough to leprosy.   Using 
neem oil instead of Gaucho 600 is an excellent example of 
preventing environmental and human damage by using a 
low-risk pesticide. 

Pesticides can be considered to be of low-risk when they 
leave no residue or when residue can be easily washed off. 
Furthermore, unambiguous modes of action, such as species-
specific toxicity or toxicity through ingestion also decrease 
the chance of pesticides affecting non-pest organisms. Only 
chemicals with these factors should be used as pesticides, 
as broad-spectrum herbicides and insecticides have a wide 
toxicity range and can affect many species.

Even when using lower-risk pesticides, safety precautions 
are vital to avoid overexposure and contamination. Similar 
to a drug dosage, pesticides should not be overused or at 
higher concentrations, as this can contribute to development 
of insect resistance and a greater chance of left-over resi-
due. These chemicals should never be stored or transported 
with food, animal feed, or fertilizer. Furthermore, pesticides 
should never be sprayed on windy or rainy days, as this 
increases the chances of chemical travel and run-off. After 
spraying, restricted area intervals where plant contact is 
avoided should be established and treated area signs should 
be erected. 

Pesticides have played a key role in protecting cash crops 
from many damaging insects and plants, increasing product 
yield and improving commodity quality. Although pesticides 
are created to protect crops from certain pests, they are often 
too toxic or nonspecific and can harm the environment and 
other organisms, including humans. New and upcoming re-
search has developed alternative methods of protecting cash 
crops, such as using beneficial fungi or predatory nematodes 
that ward off insect pests. However, these methods have yet 
to be proven successful, and until new developments are 
made to increase the effectiveness of these approaches, the 
main option is to use chemical pesticides. In the meantime, 
due to the serious health concerns that have been raised, 
lower-risk pesticides should be considered that are more 
specific to the pest organism and will not as easily seep and 
contaminate resources to better preserve the environment 
and global health.


